General Description of how the Optional Bonus Points will Count (This is posted on-line.)

No quiz grades will be dropped.

- The Bonus Points may be earned from Bonus Quizzes and also from Lecture Class Attendance.
- There is NOT a one-to-one correspondence between Bonus Points and Quiz grades; it takes several Bonus Points to equal 1 point on a 10 point quiz grade.
- Bonus Points to cover up to 2 completely missed quiz grades may be earned. If you haven’t missed any quizzes, then the bonus points improve the grades of your quizzes. (The Max Quiz Avg is 100.)
- Since Quiz Grades are recorded out of 10 points, the maximum bonus points that may be earned is 20. These will be added to the sum of your quiz grades, before dividing by the total number of quizzes.
- Basically, if you’ve earned 50% of the possible bonus points, then you’ll earn 50% of the help available.
- Information from the back page of your syllabus insert is included below.